
Oswald's World:Funnier as a Lion

1. Feeling

2. Describe

3. Movement

4. First Name Of A Person

5. School Subject

6. Feeling

7. Noun

8. Feeling

9. Noun

10. School Subject

11. Feeling

12. Verb - Base Form

13. First Name Of A Person

14. Feeling

15. Number

16. Feeling

17. School Name

18. Verb - Base Form

19. Noun

20. Feeling

21. Number

22. Feeling

23. Feeling
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24. Noun

25. First Name Of A Person

26. Noun

27. Animal

28. Number



Oswald's World:Funnier as a Lion

Oswald is walking feeling .He then saw a sign for a funfair,which was in front of him."It was

describe !",he thought.Then just before he can react, a Teacher walked movement him.Oswald

thought,"I hope he won't force me to not go...even First Name of a Person was there,and he got an F on his

School Subject !Sadly,he said "You can't go."Oswald got really feeling with the situation.Then the

big guy replied,"But you can join the F.S! It stands for Fun Society!"while handing Oswald a Noun of

paper.Oswald is feeling .There are four activities.The first one is Crazy Gym.He expects a Gym with

Noun ,but of course,it was studying School Subject .Oswald turned the sheet the guy gave him,and

he was feeling .The back says,"It is our pleasure to Verb - Base Form your kids imaginations." It

was TOO late; there are no refunds or quitting.The next one is First Name of a Person Man.Oswald was

feeling .However,the actual activity was pulling a heavy carriage with people in it.Also,he is with

Number other kids,they are all feeling ,not only pulling a carriage but during a thunderstorm!

One kid got struck by lightning and was killed.ZAP! Inside the School Name Chai principal says," A kid

has died but I ain't giving any insurance.I want this to happen." The guy taking a Verb - Base Form of hot

Noun says," The parent will be feeling ." The principal shouted to the kids," You still had

Number kilometres to go!" The kids are feeling .The next one is Filmmaking.Oswald likes to

film,so he thinks nothing could be feeling as a Noun .But he and some other kids had to mop

the entire school gym.Sweat is everywhere.Finally,his last one,named Arts First Name of a Person ,is actually

fun! Err....wrong.It was to clean all the Noun in a Animal bathroom.Another kid named Tim

looked



at the window,so did Oswald,and stare at the funfair."They are so lucky." The kid said.Then it exploded! Oswald

said," We are lucky that we didn't go there," Over Number kids and parents died.HAHAHA!
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